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PHYSICAL REVIEW D, VOLUME 60, 074017
Parton distributions for the octet and decuplet baryons

C. Boros and A. W. Thomas
Department of Physics and Mathematical Physics, and Special Research Center for the Subatomic Structure of Matter,

University of Adelaide, Adelaide 5005, Australia
~Received 17 February 1999; published 8 September 1999!

We calculate the parton distributions for both polarized and unpolarized octet and decuplet baryons, using
the MIT bag, dressed by mesons. We show that the hyperfine interaction responsible for theD-N andS0-L
splittings leads to large deviations fromSU(3) andSU(6) predictions. For theL we find significant polarized,
non-strange parton distributions which lead to a sizableL polarization in polarized, semi-inclusiveep scat-
tering. We also discuss the flavor symmetry violation arising from the meson cloud associated with the chiral
structure of baryons.@S0556-2821~99!06417-6#

PACS number~s!: 14.20.2c, 11.30.Hv, 12.39.Ba
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I. INTRODUCTION

Parton distributions contain valuable information on t
non-perturbative structure of hadrons. An impressive amo
of data for both polarized and unpolarized structure functi
on nucleon targets has been collected over the past two
cades. However, relatively less is known about the par
distributions in other baryons. Measurements of parton
tributions for members of the baryon octet would give
complementary information to that obtained from t
nucleon and could shed light on many phenomena involv
non-perturbative QCD, such asSU(3) symmetry breaking,
the flavor asymmetry in the nucleon sea and so on.

Experimentally it should be possible to access the pa
distributions ofS1 hyperons through the Drell-Yan proces
Furthermore, since theS ’s are in general polarized becau
of their production mechanism, it should also be possible
principle, to measure the polarized quark distributions
sigma hyperons.

It was recently pointed out by Alberget al. @1# that the
mechanism responsible for the splitting of theD-N and
S0-L masses could lead to considerableSU(3) symmetry
breaking in the parton distributions among members of
baryon octet. Here, we show explicitly that this is indeed
case by calculating the quark distribution of baryons in
MIT bag model, where we include the hyperfine interacti
which leads to the splitting of the baryon masses. TheSU(3)
breaking which we find goes beyond the implicit breaking
SU(3) by the strange quark mass, since it leads to deviat
from SU(3) expectations even among baryons with the sa
number of strange~valence! quarks. We also investigate th
influence of the meson cloud on the shape of the ‘‘bar
quark distributions and calculate the flavor asymmetries
the sea arising from the meson-baryon fluctuations.

II. BARE QUARK DISTRIBUTIONS

A. Baryon octet

The starting point of our calculation is the general expr
sion for the quark distribution in a baryonB with massm
@2,3#:
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qf~x!5
m

~2p!3 (
n
E d3pnu^n;pnuc1~0!uB&u2

3d@~12x!m2pn
1#. ~1!

Herec15 1
2 g2g1c is the plus projection of the quark fiel

operator, the statesun;pn& are intermediate states with ma
mn and form a complete set of states withpn

15Amn
21pn

2

1pnz . We stress that Eq.~1! assures the correct support fo
qf(x), regardless of the approximations made forun;pn& and
uB&. The operatorc either destroys a quark in the initial sta
leaving a two quark system in the intermediate state o
creates an antiquark. Concentrating on the two quark in
mediate states, and using MIT bag wave functions and
Peierls-Yoccoz method for constructing approximate m
mentum eigenstates, the spin-dependent parton distribut
take the form@3,4#

qf
↑↓~x!5

m

~2p!2 (
m

^BuPf ,muB&

3E
[m2(12x)22mn

2]/2m(12x)

`

3pndpn

uf2~pn!u2

uf3~0!u2
uCm

↑↓~pn!u2. ~2!

Here uf2(pn)u2 and uf3(0)u2u originate from the Peierls-
Yoccoz projections of the two quark intermediate states
the ~three quark! baryon, respectively.̂BuPf ,muB& projects
out the appropriate quantum numbers from the spin-fla
wave function of the initial state.Cm

↑↓(pn) are the Fourier
transforms of the helicity and plus component projectio

C↑↓(x)5 1
2 g2g1

1
2 (16g5)Cm(x), of the MIT bag wave

function

Cm~x!5N~V!S Av1mq

v
j 0S Vuxu

R Dxm

iAv2mq

v
~s• x̂! j 1S Vuxu

R Dxm

D Q~R2uxu!

~3!
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C. BOROS AND A. W. THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 074017
with frequencyv5AV21(mqR)2/R, bag radiusR and nor-
malization constantN(V). V is the solution of the eigen
value equation tan(V)5V/(12mR2AV21(mR)2).

As we have already noted, the advantage of using Eq.~1!
is that energy-momentum conservation is ensured and
the quark distributions obtained from it have corre
support.1 The delta function implies that the distributio
peaks atx'(12mn /m), introducing a dependence of th
shape of the quark distributions on the mass of the inter
diate systems,mn . Although intermediate states with highe
number of quarks are possible, these contributions pea
negativex values (mn.m) giving only a small contribution
in the physicalx-region. Thus, the main contribution fo
larger x values comes from spectator systems with t
quarks. Since the hyperfine interaction responsible for
splitting of theD-N masses also splits the masses of sca
and vector diquarks and whether the struck quark is acc
panied by a scalar or vector diquark is flavor dependent,
splitting leads to flavor dependent distortions in the shape
the quark distributions compared to exactSU(6) symmetry.
In the case of the nucleons, theu-quark distribution peaks a
larger x-values than thed-quark distribution. These argu
ments for the explanation of the observedSU(6) violation in
the quark distributions of the proton were first discussed
Ref. @5# and later implemented in the calculation of qua
distributions in the MIT bag model for the proton@3,4#. The
same arguments can be applied to other baryons.

It is instructive to review the mass-splitting of the baryo
here. The exact mechanism for this splitting is not essen
for the calculation of the quark distribution since only t
masses of the scalar and vector diquarks enter the calcul
and different mechanisms/explanations lead to similar
sults. However, in order to illustrate how these numbers
obtained we discuss the one-gluon exchange model.

The color hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian is given by

Hh f52
1

4 (
i , j

v~mi ,mj !~sW i .sW j !l i
al j

a ~4!

with 1
2 sW i the spin of quarki andl i

a the corresponding colo
matrix. The strength of the interaction depends, in gene
on the mass of the quarks. This dependence is taken ca
by v(mi ,mj ) in Eq. ~4!. The sum over the color matrices ca
be calculated. One obtains2 16

3 for quark-antiquark pairs and
2 8

3 for baryons.
Attributing the entire mass splitting between th

nucleon and theD to the hyperfine interaction, the splittin
is given by ^Hh f&. For three quarks, the spin sum
Eq. ~4! is ( i , j (sW i •sW j )5(sW 11sW 2)•sW 31sW 1•sW 2. For a
spin-0 and spin-1 diquark state, we have^sW 1 .sW 2&S50523
and^sW 1•sW 2&S5151, respectively. Thus, one gluon exchan
is attractive for scalar diquarks and repulsive for vector

1Note that this is guaranteed by Eq.~1! regardless of the approxi
mation used for the statesun;pn& and uB&–in this case a Peierls
Yoccoz projection.
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quarks. Coupling the remaining quark to the spin-triplet
quark state one obtains^sW 3•(sW 11sW 2)&524 for the nucleon
and ^sW 3•(sW 11sW 2)&52 for the D. Thus, the shifts in the
nucleon andD masses are given byDmN522v(mu ,mu)
and DmD52v(mu ,mu), respectively, and the total splittin
between theD and the nucleon isDM54v(mu ,mu). Since
DM is '300 MeV we havev(mu ,mu)'75 MeV. The
nucleon and theD would be degenerate atm5MD

22v(mu ,mu)'(12302150) MeV51080 MeV, without
hyperfine splitting. Further, we see that the triplet diquark
heavier by 50 MeV and the singlet diquark is lighter by 1
MeV than the diquark state without hyperfine interaction.

The same arguments applied to theL and S lead to the
following equations:

DL5
2

3
v~mu ,mu!~23!52150 MeV

DS5
2

3
$v~mu ,mu!24v~mu ,ms!%. ~5!

Thus, for v(mu ,ms) we obtain, with mS2mL5DmS

2DmL

v~mu ,ms!5v~mu ,mu!2
3

8
~mS2mL!'46 MeV. ~6!

L andS would be degenerate with a mass of'1260 MeV
without hyperfine interactions. Theus vector diquark is
heavier by 2

3 v(mu ,ms)'30 MeV and the correspondin
scalar diquark is lighter by 2v(mu ,ms)'90 MeV than the
diquark without hyperfine splitting.

The mass of a diquark containing onlyu andd quarks is
about 3

4 of the degenerate mass of the nucleon and theD,
which is roughly 800 MeV. This gives us the massesms
5650 MeV andmv5850 MeV for triplet and singlet di-
quarks containingu andd quarks. To estimate the masses
diquarks containing a strange quark and an up or down qu
we use the phenomenological fact that the strange quark
about 180 MeV. Thus, we havems858001180290
'890 MeV andmv85800118013051010 MeV for sin-
glet and triplet diquarks.

Having obtained the masses of the various diquark sta
we turn our attention to the quark distributions in differe
baryons. One of the consequences of the mass differe
between scalar and vector diquarks is that the up quark
tribution in the proton peaks at largerx-values than the down
quark distribution. To see this we note that theSU(6) wave
function of the proton is

p↑5
1

3A2
@3u↑~ud!0,01u↑~ud!1,02A2u↓~ud!1,1

2A2d↑~uu!1,012d↓~uu!1,1#. ~7!

Here, we use the notation (qq)S,Sz
for the diquark spin states

with S and Sz the total spin and spin projection of the d
quarks. While only vector diquarks enter the calculation
7-2
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PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE OCTET AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 074017
the down quark distribution, both vector and scalar diqua
are relevant for the up quark distribution in the proton, w
the scalar diquark having a much larger probability. Acco
ing to the d function in Eq. ~1! the distribution of quarks
accompanied by scalar diquarks, here the up quark distr
tion, should peak aroundx512ms /m512650/940'0.31
and that associated with a vector diquark, here the do
quark distribution, aroundx512mv /m512850/940'0.1
— at the scale relevant for the bag model.

The implementation of these ideas is discussed in Ref.@4#
in detail. Here, we only note that the Fourier transform of
wave function in Eq.~2! can be split into a spin depende
and a spin independent part:

uCm
↑↓~pn!u25

1

2
@ f ~pn!6~21!m13/2g~pn!#. ~8!

Since one uses a fixed polarization axis in the bag mode
helicity states have to be projected out from the bag w
function and thus both polarization states,m56 1

2 , contrib-
ute to a given helicity projection,↑ or ↓. The expressions fo
f (pn), g(pn) and also for the Peierls-Yoccoz projectio
uf2(pn)u2 anduf3(0)u2 can be found in Ref.@4# for massless
quarks. The generalization to massive quarks is straight
ward ~multiplication of those parts of the expressions whi
comes from the upper and lower components
A(v6mq)/v, respectively and using the normalization co
stant of the wave function for massive quarks!.

Denoting byF(x) andG(x) those contributions to Eq.~2!
which come from thef (pn) and g(pn) parts of the integral
and using the wave function of the proton@Eq. ~7!# to calcu-
late the projectionŝBuPf ,muB&, we obtain

u↑↓~x!5
1

4
@Fv~x!13Fs~x!#7

1

12
@Gv~x!29Gs~x!#,

d↑↓~x!5
1

2
Fv~x!7

1

6
Gv~x!. ~9!

Here, the subscripts,s and v, on F(x) and G(x) indicate
whether the intermediate states are scalar or vector diqua

FIG. 1. The up~dashed lines! and down~solid lines! valence
quark distribution in the proton atQ25m250.23 GeV2 ~light
lines! and Q2510 GeV2 ~heavy lines!. The quark distributions a
Q2510 GeV2 already include the meson-cloud corrections. T
Cteq4M distributions representing the ‘‘data’’ are shown as so
lines with open circles.
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We calculated the quark distributions using 0.8 fm for t
bag radius;mv5850 MeV andms5650 MeV for the vec-
tor and scalar diquark masses. The result is shown in Fi
as light lines for a starting scalem250.23 GeV2. As dis-
cussed in Ref.@4#, the two-quark intermediate states alone
not saturate the normalization of the quark distributio
There are also contributions from four quark intermedi
states which have to be taken into account when normaliz
the distributions. Since these peak at negativex-values due to
the larger mass of the intermediate states, they give ris
distributions which drop fast in the physicalx-region. Here,
we use the procedure adopted in the original paper@4# and
parametrize the four-particle contributions in the form
2x)7 ~which gives an excellent approximation to the actu
shape of the distributions! such that the normalization is sa
isfied. After evolving the distributions toQ2510 GeV2

~heavy lines! we find a good agreement between the cal
lated distributions and the experimental data which is rep
sented by the CTEQ4M parametrization of the quark dis
butions @6#. The results atQ2510 GeV2 already contain
corrections from the meson-cloud which will be discuss
later. The quark distributions have been evolved in next le
ing order ~NLO! with LQCD50.225 GeV and four active
flavors, using the package of Ref.@7#.

Now, having fixed the parameters, let us generalize th
arguments to theS1. ~This extension was first investigate
semi-quantitatively in Ref.@1#.! The wave function of the
S1 is given by Eq.~7! with the d-quark replaced by an
s-quark. ~N.B. There must be a phase factor21 relative to
that of proton wave function, in order to match the pha
convention of de Swart@8# which we use.! The distribution
of the strange quarks is determined by the mass of the ve
uu-diquark. It peaks atx512mv /mS512850/1190'0.29,
which is close to the value found for the up quark distrib
tion in the proton. The maximum of theuS quark distribution
is determined by the masses of both theus scalar and vector
diquarks, which are'890 MeV and 1010 MeV, respec
tively. Thus, x512ms8/mS512890/1190'0.25 for the
scalar diquark andx512mv8/mS5121010/1190'0.15 for
the vector diquark, which are both smaller than the cor
sponding values forup and sS . For the quark distributions
we have, similar to Eq.~9!,

uS1
↑↓

~x!5
1

4
@Fv8~x!13Fs8~x!#7

1

12
@Gv8~x!29Gs8~x!#,

sS1
↑↓

~x!5
1

2
Fv~x!7

1

6
Gv~x!. ~10!

Here,F8(x) andG8(x) differ from F(x) andG(x) because
they are calculated by using the appropriate masses of
heavy diquarks and taking into account that one of the sp
tator quarks is massive when making the Peierls-Yoccoz p
jections. In the calculation ofs(x) the struck quark is mas
sive and the spectator quarks are massless. Thus,
calculate the Fourier transformC↑↓(pn) with the quark mass
mq5180 MeV and the Peierls-Yoccoz projection
uf2(pn)u2, with massless quarks. The results for the unpo

d

7-3
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C. BOROS AND A. W. THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 074017
ized and polarized distributions are shown in Fig. 2 and F
3 ~heavy lines! together with the results for the proton~light
lines!. We see a considerable difference from theSU(3)
expectations,sS5dp anduS5up .

The ratior S5[sS1 /uS1 is shown in Fig. 4 for both the
bare quark distributions~solid line! and the distributions
dressed by mesons~dashed line!. We see thatr S increases
for x→1 in contrast withSU(3) expectations which predic
a behavior similar to that ofd/u in the proton.@The SU~3!
expectation,r SU(3)5r p5dp /up , is shown as the dotted
line.# ExactSU(6) symmetry would predict a constant rati
independent ofx, and this is shown as solid line in Fig. 4
We stress that theseSU(3) violations come partly through
the explicitSU(3) breaking by the strange quark mass a
partly through the hyperfine interaction.SU(3) breaking
through the strange mass alone would not split the mas
the L and S hyperons and would lead to identical parto
distributions in these hyperons. However, this is not the c
and the hyperfine interaction plays a decisive role in
shape of the parton distributions of the hyperons.

The quark distributions of theL and S0 hyperons are
interesting by themselves but we also need them to calcu
the corrections arising from the meson-cloud later. T
SU(6) wave function of theS0 hyperon with given positive
polarization is

FIG. 2. The strange~heavy solid line! and up ~heavy dashed
line! valence quark distributions inS1 compared to the down~light
solid line! and up ~light dashed line! quark distributions in the
proton—all evaluated at the bag scale,m2.

FIG. 3. The polarized strangexDs(x)5xs↑(x)2xs↓(x) ~heavy
solid line! and upxDu(x) ~heavy dashed line! valence quark dis-
tributions in theS1, compared to the polarized down~light solid
line! and up~light dashed line! quark distributions in the proton~at
the bag scale,m2).
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S0↑5
1

3A2
FA2s↑~ud!1,022s↓~ud!1,12

1

A2
d↑~us!1,0

1d↓~us!1,12
3

A2
d↑~us!0,02

1

A2
u↑~ds!1,01u↓~ds!1,1

2
3

A2
u↑~ds!0,0G . ~11!

The ud diquark is always a vector diquark so that the ma
mum of the distribution of the strange quark is determin
only by the mass of the vector diquarks. Comparing with
wave function of theS1 we see thatuS05dS05 1

2 uS1 and
sS05sS1.

On the other hand, theSU(6) wave function of theL
hyperon is

L↑5
1

2A3
@2s↑~ud!0,01A2d↓~us!1,12d↑~us!1,01d↑~us!0,0

2A2u↓~ds!1,11u↑~ds!1,02u↑~ds!0,0#. ~12!

Whereas the maximum of theu andd distributions is deter-
mined by both the vector and scalar diquark masses, only
mass of the scalar diquark is relevant for the maximum of
distribution of the s-quark. sL peaks atx512650/1115
'0.42. This yields a very hard distribution. For theu andd
distributions we find that the peaks of the valence distrib
tions should occur aroundx512890/1115'0.20 andx51
21010/1115'0.10 for scalar and vector diquarks, respe
tively. The quark distributions of theL↑ are given by

uL
↑↓~x!5dL

↑↓~x!5
1

8
@3Fv8~x!1Fs8~x!#7

1

8
@Gv8~x!2Gs8~x!#

sL
↑↓~x!5

1

2
@Fs~x!6Gs~x!#. ~13!

FIG. 4. The ratiosr H[sH /uH for different baryons, after evolv-
ing the quark distributions toQ2510 GeV2. The ratio r S1

[sS1 /uS1 is shown as the solid and dashed lines, with and with
meson-cloud corrections, respectively. TheSU(3) expectation,
which corresponds tor S5

1
2 r L5r p5dp /up , is shown as a dotted

line. SU(6) would give a constant ratio of 1/2, independent ofx
~solid line!, and is realized for the decuplet baryons containing o
massless quarks (D1). However, it is broken for the decuplet hy
perons~short dashed line!—see Sec. II B.
7-4
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PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THE OCTET AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 074017
The results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 for the polariz
and unpolarized distributions compared to the correspond
distribution in other baryons. The strange quark distribut
in theL is much harder than the corresponding strange qu
distributions in theS1 and S0. Large deviations from
SU(3) expectations are most evident in Fig. 4, where
ratio r L[sL /uL , shown as the dash-dotted line, is com
pared to the corresponding ratios in other hyperons. Ex
SU(6) would giver L51 andSU(3) r L52r p[2dp /up .

A naive approach to take into account theSU(3) break-
ing would be to choose larger masses for strange quarks
for the up and down quarks and to argue that the stra
quark distributions should peak at higherx-values than the
light quark distributions due to its higher mass. Then,
would still obtainuL5dL5 1

2 uS andsL5sS . However, this

FIG. 5. Quark distributions in theL compared to the quark
distribution ~a! in the proton and~b! in the S1—at the bag scale
m2.

FIG. 6. Polarized quark distributions in theS0 and theL at the
bag scale,m2. The dotted line stands for five timesxDuL and indi-
cates the relative importance of theu andd quarks ing1.
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is not the case as can be seen in Figs. 5 and 6. We also
that, in contrast to the static quark model, the strange qu
does not carry the total spin of theL in the bag model, due
to its transverse motion in the bag. Although the total co
tribution of theu andd quarks to the spin of theL ~i.e. the
integral overDuL andDdL) is zero, the net polarization fo
givenx is non-vanishing. The splitting of the scalar and ve
tor diquark masses shifts the light quark distributions w
the same polarization as theL to higherx-values with re-
spect to the corresponding distributions with opposite po
ization. If Gv8 andGs8 had the same form,Du(x)5 1

2 „Gs8(x)
2Gv8(x)… would be zero.Du(x) andDd(x) are positive for
largex and negative for smallerx values~see Fig. 6!.

It should be possible to test these results for the shape
Du(x) andDd(x) in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scatterin
with longitudinally polarized electrons. Here, the smallne
of the u and d polarizations relative to the strange qua
polarization is compensated by the abundance ofu-quarks in
the valence region and by the fact thats quarks are sup-
pressed by a factor of 1/9 compared to the correspond
factor of 4/9 for theu-quark in electromagnetic interaction
~In Fig. 6 we show five timesDu(x) as a dotted line to
indicate the relative magnitude of the contribution ofu andd
to g1

L .! L ’s produced in the current fragmentation region a
mainly fragmentation products ofu-quarks. Part of the po-
larization of the electron is transferred to the struck quark
the scattering process. This polarization will be transferred
the finalL if the helicity dependent fragmentation function
DDu

L are non-zero@9#. Since, according to the above discu
sion, theu andd quarks in theL hyperon may be polarized
at a fixed Bjorkenx, we expect on general grounds that p
larized u and d-quarks may also fragment into a polarize
L-hyperon. In fact, as pointed out by Gribov and Lipat
@10#, the fragmentation functionDq

h(z), for a quarkq split-
ting into a hadronh with longitudinal momentum fractionz,
is related to the quark distributionqh(x), for finding the
quarkq inside the hadronh carrying a momentum fractionx,
by the reciprocity relation

Dq
h~z!;qh~z! ~14!

for z;1. Despite the limited range of validity of this rela
tion, Eq. ~14! can serve as a first estimate of the fragmen
tion function @11#. SinceDqz

L is positive for largex we ex-
pect to find positive polarization forL ’s produced in the
current fragmentation region. This is the opposite of the p
diction of Jaffe@9#, based onSU(3) symmetry.

In order to estimate the expectedL polarization, we note
that the polarization for the scattering of polarized electro
off an unpolarized targetN is given by@9#

PW L5ê3Pe

y~22y!

11~12y!2

(
q

eq
2qN~x,Q2!DDq

L~z,Q2!

(
q

eq
2qN~x,Q2!Dq

L~z,Q2!

,

~15!
7-5
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C. BOROS AND A. W. THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 074017
where y[(E2E8)/E is the usual deep inelastic scatterin
~DIS! variable; the electron beam defines theê3 axis andPe
is the degree of polarization of the incident electron.PL

measuresDDu
L/Du

L for not too small Bjorken-x values,
where the contributions from the strange quarks may be
glected. We calculated theL polarization using DDu

L

5DDd
L and the reciprocity relation to replace the fragme

tation functions by the quark distribution functions. The r
sult calculated atEe'30 GeV, x50.3 andQ2510 GeV2,
where y50.58, is shown in Fig. 7. We assumed a be
polarization of 50%. The solid and dashed lines are the c
tributions from the fragmentation ofu-quarks ands-quark,
respectively. The dotted line is the total polarization. T
contribution of theu-quarks dominates atx;0.5. Since the
s-quark distribution inL peaks at largerx-values than the
u-quark distribution, we also predictDu

L/Ds
L→0 for z→1

for the fragmentation functions and, thus, the contribution
s-quarks toPL eventually dominates at very largez. How-
ever, since the cross section decreases rapidly with incr
ing z, the bulk of the producedL ’s are fragmentation prod
ucts ofu-quarks. Thus,PLÞ0 at not too largez will test our
prediction.

B. Baryon decuplet

Although the quark distributions of baryons from th
baryon decuplet are unlikely to be measured in the near
ture they are of interest when we calculate the correcti
associated with meson-baryon fluctuations.

First of all let us check whether the values ofv(mu ,mu)
andv(mu ,ms) obtained from theD-N andL0 andS0 split-
tings are consistent with the values from the splitting of
S and S* baryons. The masses of theS1 and S1* are
shifted by

DmS15
2

3
@v~mu ,mu!24v~mu ,ms!#

DmS1* 5
2

3
@v~mu ,mu!12v~mu ,ms!# ~16!

FIG. 7. The polarization of theL produced in semi-inclusive
polarizede-p scattering, with the electron polarization arbitrari
set to 50%. The contributions from the fragmentation ofu and s
quarks are shown as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The d
line is the total polarization.
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with respect of the degenerate mass. Thus, the mass d
encemS1* 2mS154v(mu ,ms) gives v(mu ,ms)'48 MeV
which is is very close to the valuev(mu ,ms)'46 MeV ob-
tained from theL0-S0 splitting.

Since the baryons in the decuplet are spin-3/2 partic
the spectator diquark system is always a vector diquark
dependent of the flavor of the struck quark and of the type
baryon. This has the important consequence that the di
butions of quarks of different flavor all have the same sha
in theD-baryons. Thus, SU~6! is a good symmetry for theD
baryons. The distributions have a maximum atx51
2mv /mD'0.31 which is harder than thed-quark distribu-
tion in the proton, because of the larger mass of theD, but
somewhat softer than the distribution of theu-quarks in the
proton. Let us take theD1 as a representative for theD
baryons and denote the spin projections6 1

2 by ↑↓ and6 3
2

by ⇑⇓. TheSU(6) wave function ofD1↑ may be written as

D1↑5
1

3
@d↓~uu!1,11A2d↑~uu!1,01A2u↓~ud!1,1

12u↑~ud!1,0#. ~17!

The quark distributions of theD1↑ are then given by

uD1
↑↓

~x!52dD1
↑↓

~x!5Fv~x!6
1

3
Gv~x!

uD1
⇑⇓

~x!52dD1
⇑⇓

~x!5Fv~x!6Gv~x!. ~18!

On the other hand,SU(6) is broken forS* . The up
and/or down distributions in theS* baryons have a maxi
mum at x512mv8/mS* 5121010/1385'0.27 and the
strange quark distributions at x512mv /mS* 51
2850/1385'0.39. The quark distributions, for example, fo
the S* 1 are given by the same expressions as those forD1

replacingd by s and noting that theu distribution is to be
calculated with the heavy diquark masses and thes distribu-
tion using the light diquark masses. Further, note that
have Dq3/2(x)[q⇑(x)2q⇓(x)53Dq1/2(x)[q↑(x)2q↓(x).
In Figs. 8 and 9 we show the unpolarized and polariz
quark distributions in theD1 andS1* . The Dq are for the
spin-12 projections. They have to be multiplied by 3 to obta
the corresponding distributions for the spin-3

2 projections. In

ted

FIG. 8. Quark distributions in theD1 andS1* at the bag scale,
m2.
7-6
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Fig. 4, we show the ratior S* [sS* /uS* compared to the
corresponding ratios in other hyperons.

III. MESON CLOUD CORRECTIONS

The importance of the chiral structure of nucleons is w
established both experimentally and theoretically. The pi
cloud associated with chiral symmetry breaking was first d
cussed in the context of deep-inelastic scattering by Fe
man @12# and Sullivan @13#. It leads to flavor symmetry
violation ~FSV! in the sea-quark distributions of the nucl
ons, as realized by Thomas@14#. FSV in the proton was firs
observed experimentally by the New Muon Collaborati
~NMC! through a violation of the Gottfried sum-rule@15#.
More recently it has been directly studied by the NA51 C
laboration at CERN@16#, by the E866 Collaboration at Fer
milab @17# and by the Hermes Collaboration at Desy@18#.
The role of the meson-cloud in understanding these d
have been discussed extensively in the literature@19,20# —
for recent reviews see Refs.@21–23#. On the other hand
relatively less attention has been paid to the effects of
meson-cloud in other baryons. As pointed out by Albe
et al., and discussed in more detail in Ref.@24#, the meson-
cloud predicts an excess ofd̄ over ū in S1 hyperons similar
to that observed in protons, while SU~3! suggestsd̄,ū, since
underp↔S1 we haves( s̄)↔d(d̄). The meson-cloud also
modifies the bare quark distributions of the hyperons. In
following we discuss both FSV in hyperons and the mod
cation of the bare quark distributions due to the mes
cloud.

In order to take account of the chiral structure of a bary
its wave function is written as the sum of meson baryon F
states

uH&5AZuH&bare1(
BM

E dyd2kW'fBM~y,k'
2 !uB~y,kW'!;

3M ~12y,2kW'!&. ~19!

HerefBM(y,k'
2 ) is the probability amplitude for the hypero

to fluctuate into a virtual baryon-mesonBM system with the
baryon and meson having longitudinal momentum fractio
y and 12y and transverse momentakW' and 2kW' , respec-

FIG. 9. Polarized quark distributions in theD1 andS1* at the
bag scale,m2.
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tively. Z is the wave function renormalization constant and
equal to the probability to find the bare hyperon in the phy
cal hyperon.

In the following we discuss the chiral structure of theS1

as an example and compare it to that of the nucleons.
nucleon case has already been discussed in@25#. The exten-
sion to other baryons is straightforward. The lowest lyi
fluctuations forS1 which we include in our calculation are

S1~uus!→L0~uds!p1~ud̄!

S1~uus!→S0~uds!p1~ud̄!

S1~uus!→S1~uus!p0S 1

A2
@dd̄2uū# D

S1~uus!→S0* ~uds!p1~ud̄!

S1~uus!→S1* ~uus!p0S 1

A2
@dd̄2uū# D

S1~uus!→p~uud!K̄0~ d̄s!. ~20!

The corresponding lowest fluctuations for the proton are

p~uud!→n~udd!p1~ud̄!

p~uud!→p~uud!p0S 1

A2
@dd̄2uū# D

p~uud!→D1~uud!p0S 1

A2
@dd̄2uū# D

p~uud!→D0~udd!p1~ud̄!

p~uud!→D11~uuu!p2~ ūd!. ~21!

Since theD plays an important role in the nucleon, we al
include theS* p components of the wave function in theS1

case.
In deep inelastic scattering, the virtual photon can hit

ther the bare hadron,H, or one of the constituents of th
higher Fock states. In the infinite momentum frame, wh
the constituents of the target can be regarded as free du
the interaction time, the contribution of the higher Fo
states to the quark distribution of the physical hadron,H, can
be written as the convolution

dqH~x!5(
MB

F E
x

1

f MB/H~y!qMS x

yDdy

y

1E
x

1

f BM/H~y!qBS x

yDdy

y G , ~22!

where the splitting functionsf MB/H(y) and f BM/H(y) are re-
lated to the probability amplitudesfBM by
7-7
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C. BOROS AND A. W. THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 074017
f BM/H~y!5E
0

`

dk'
2 ufBM~y,k'

2 !u2,

f MB/H~y!5E
0

`

dk'
2 ufBM~12y,k'

2 !u2.

~23!

They can be calculated by using time-ordered perturba
theory in the infinite momentum frame. The quark distrib
tions in a physical hadron,H are then given by

qH~x!5ZqH
bare1dqH~x! ~24!

whereqH
bare are the bare quark distributions andZ is a renor-

malization constant which can be expressed as

Z[12(
MB

E
0

1

f MB/H~y!dy. ~25!

These concepts can be extended to polarized particle

introducing the probability amplitudesfBM
ll8(y,k') for a had-

ron with given positive helicity to be in a Fock state consi
ing of a baryon with helicityl and meson with helicityl8.
The splitting functions are then given by

f BM/H
l ~y!5(

l8
E

0

`

dk'
2 ufBM

ll8~y,k'
2 !u2,

f MB/H
l8 ~y!5(

l
E

0

`

dk'
2 ufBM

ll8~12y,k'
2 !u2.

~26!

The contribution of higher Fock states to the polarized qu
distributions,DqH(x)5qH

↑ (x)2qH
↓ (x), are then

DdqH~x!5(
MB

F E
x

1

D f BM/H~y!DqBS x

yDdy

y

1E
x

1

D f MB/H~y!DqMS x

yDdy

y G , ~27!

where D f BM/H(y) and D f BM/H(y) are defined by
D f BM/H(y)[(l2l f BM/H

l (y) and D f MB/H(y)

[(l82l8 f BM/H
l8 (y), respectively. The contributions from th

second term in Eq.~27! are zero for pseudoscalar mesons

The amplitudesfBM
ll8(y,k'

2 ) may be expressed in the fo
lowing form:

fBM
ll8~y,k'

2 !5
1

2pAy~12y!

AmHmBVIMF
ll8 ~y,k'

2 !

mH
2 2M BM

2 ~y,k'
2 !

.

~28!

Here,VIMF (y,k
'
2 )

ll8 describes the vertex and contains the sp

dependence of the amplitude. The exact form of

VIMF (y,k
'
2 )

ll8 can be found for various transitions in Refs.@21#

and@26#. Because of the extanded nature of the vertices
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has to introduce phenomenological vertex form facto
GHBM(y,k'

2 ), which parametrize the unknown dynamics
the vertices. These are often parametrized as

GHBM~y,k'
2 !5S LBM

2 1mH
2

LBM
2 1M BM

2 ~y,k'
2 !

D 2

, ~29!

where

M BM
2 5

k'
2 1mB

2

y
1

k'
2 1mM

2

12y
~30!

is the invariant mass of the meson-baryon fluctuation.
In calculating the matrix element of the axial-current

g1 in the meson-cloud model, one has to include terms
which the polarized photon-N~photon-S) interaction leads
to the same final states as the polarized photon-D ~photon-
S* ) interaction@27#. The contributions of these interferenc
terms to the measured quark distributions can be written

Dd intqH~x!5 (
MB1B2

F E
x

1

D f (B1B2)M /H~y!DqB1B2S x

yDdy

y

1E
x

1

D f (M1M2)B/H~y!DqM1M2S x

yD dy

y G ,
~31!

where the interference splitting functions are given by

D f (B1B2)M /H~y!5(
ll8

2lE
0

`

dk'
2 fB1M

ll8 ~y,k'
2 !fB2M* ll8~y,k'

2 !

D f (M1M2)B/H~y!5(
ll8

2l8E
0

`

dk'
2 fM1B

ll8 ~y,k'
2 !fM2B* ll8~y,k'

2 !.

~32!

The interference distributionsqB1B2
and qM1M2

in Eq.
~31! do not have the same straightforward interpretation
quark distributions. They have to be modeled in some w
Using theSU(6) wave functions of the baryons from th
baryon octet and decuplet, the transition matrix eleme
^B8uPf ,muB88& and^B8uPf ,muB10&, may be calculated and th
interference distributions may be related to the quatitiesFs ,
Fv , Gv and Gs calculated in the MIT bag. For theDN in-
terference terms we obtain

uD1p
↑↓

5uD0n
↑↓

56
A2

3
Gv~x!

dD1p
↑↓

5dD0n
↑↓

57
A2

3
Gv~x!. ~33!
7-8
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The possible interference terms for theS1 are L-S0,
L-S* 0, S0-S* 0 andS1-S* 1. We obtain for theL-S0 in-
terference

uLS0
↑↓

52dLS0
↑↓

5
A3

8
@Fs82Fv8#6

A3

8 FGs81
1

3
Gv8G

sLS0
↑↓

50, ~34!

for the L-S* 0 interference

uLS* 0
↑↓

52dLS* 0
↑↓

56
1

A6
Gv8~x!

sLS* 0
↑↓

50, ~35!

and for theS0-S* 0 andS1-S* 1 interference terms

uS* 1S1
↑↓

52uS* 0S0
↑↓

52dS* 0S0
↑↓

57
A2

3
Gv8~x!

sS* 1S1
↑↓

5sS* 0S0
↑↓

56
A2

3
Gv~x!. ~36!

We use the average mass of the octet and decuplet bar
involved in the calculation ofFs , Fv , Gs and Gv . The
results forp-D and S-S* are shown in Fig. 10a and thos
for L-S* andL-S* in Fig. 10b. Thed distributions for the
L-S interference terms can be obtained by multiplying t
correspondingu distributions by21. Note that, ifSU(6) is
not a good symmetry, we haveFsÞFv and theL-S0 inter-

FIG. 10. Interference distributions as calculated in the MIT b
at the scale,m2. ~a! N-D andS-S* interference terms;~b! L-S and
L-S* intereference terms. Thed distributions have the same mag
nitude but opposite signs than the correspondingu-distributions.
07401
ns

ference also contributes to the the unpolarizedu andd quark
distributions. This is shown in Fig. 10b. However, the n
contributions, i.e. the integral overuLS0 and that overdLS0,
are zero and baryon number conservation is not viola
Note also that the interference distributions forS-S* and
N-D have opposite signs. Nevertheless, they contribute b
positively to Du since the splitting functions have opposi
signs as we shall discuss below.

In order to calculate the meson cloud corrections to
quark distributions we have to specify the coupling consta
and the cut-off parameters. SU~3! relates the coupling con
stants by gSSp52(12a)gNNp , gSLp5(2/A3)agNNp ,
gS1pK̄0

2
5A2(122a)gNNp and gSS* p5(1/A6)gNDp where

we defined gNNp[gppp0, gNDp[gpD11p2, gSSp

[gS1S1p0, and gSS* p[gS1S* 1p0. a is defined by a
[D/(D1F)'0.635 withD andF the symmetric and anti-
symmetric SU~3! couplings. The numerical values are give
by gpNp

2 /4p513.6 and gpDp
2 /4p511.08 GeV22 and the

couplings of a given type of fluctuation with different isosp
components are related by isospin Clebsch-Gordon co
cients, i.e. gpnp152A2gppp0, gpD0p152(1/A2)gpD1p0

5(1/A3)gpD11p2, gS1S0p152gS1S1p0, and gS1S* 0p1

52gS1S* 1p0. The cut-off parameters may be determined
independent experiments, for example in inclusive parti
production in hadron hadron collisions@21,28,29#. The vio-
lation of the Gottfried sum rule and of flavor symmetry pu
also constraints on the magnitude of these parameters. T
are also restricted by the requirement that the contributi
from the meson cloud to the sea quark distributions can
be larger than the measured sea quark distributions. The
ues,LMB51.0 GeV andLMB51.3 GeV for thepN and

pD components, respectively, give contributions to theū

and d̄ which are consistent with this requirement and a
with FSV violation @20# ~see below!. Unfortunately, there is
not much known about the cut-off parameters in theS1

case. In the absence of any information, we use the s
values as in the proton case. With this choice of parame
the probabilities for the various fluctuations are appro
mately given by PNp/p513%, PDp/p511% and PSp/S

53.7%, PS* p/S53.1%, PLp/S53.2% andPpK̄0/S50.4%,
respectively.

The spin averaged splitting functions forp→BM and
S1→BM are shown in Fig. 11. Here, the splitting function
for a given type of fluctuation are defined as the sum over
isospin states – i.e.,f Np/p[ f pp0/p1 f np1/p , etc. Because of
the smaller coupling constants in theS1 case the meson
cloud is less important for theS1. Further, the transition,
S1→K̄0p, only plays a marginal role as can be seen in F
11b. In calculating the meson-cloud corrections we use
bag model results for the bare distributions of the hyper
and nucleons. We also use a parametrization of the qu
distributions in the pions@30# and utilize experimental data
for the ratio ūK2

/ūp2
;(12x)0.1860.07 @31# to obtain the

light quark valence distribution in the kaon. The stran
quark distribution in the kaon is expected to be harder
cause of the mass of the strange quark. We use the pa

g
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C. BOROS AND A. W. THOMAS PHYSICAL REVIEW D60 074017
etrization of Ref.@24# for the kaon quark distributions, whic
are constructed to satisfy the above requirements:

xu~x!51.05x0.61~12x!1.20,

FIG. 11. Splitting functions for the transitions~a! p→BM and
~b! S1→BM.

FIG. 12. ~a! The up ~dashed lines! and down~solid lines! va-
lence quark distribution in the proton without~light lines! and with
~heavy lines! meson-cloud corrections atQ2510 GeV2. The
Cteq4M distributions representing the ‘‘data’’ are shown as so
lines with open circles.~b! The up~dashed lines! and strange~solid
lines! valence quark distribution in theS1 without ~light lines! and
with ~heavy lines! meson-cloud corrections atQ2510 GeV2.
07401
xs~x!50.94x0.61~12x!0.86. ~37!

First, we show the modifications of the bare valence qu
distributions in the proton and in theS1 in Fig. 12. We see
that the meson-cloud plays a relatively more important r
in the proton than in theS1. The strange to light quark ratio
r S5sS /uS , is not sensitive to meson-cloud corrections,
shown in Fig. 4.

The meson cloud model predicts flavor symmetry vio
tions not only for the proton but also for other baryons. Sin
p↔S1 meansd(d̄)↔s( s̄) underSU(3), onewould expect
an excess ofs̄ over ū on the basis of complete SU~3! sym-
metry and the measured FSV in the proton. However, in
meson-cloud model,s-s̄ fluctuations for theS1 involve hy-
perons containing at least two strange quarks,J ’s, and are
strongly suppressed due to the higher masses of these h
ons, which is of course a direct consequence of SU~3! break-
ing. On the other hand, meson-cloud contributions lead to
excess ofd̄ over ū for the S1, as can be seen in Eq.~20!.
This FSV is not at all related toSU(3) symmetry. Further-
more, FSV could be even larger in theS1 case since hereall

fluctuations contribute tod̄. We show the calculated FSV
violation for the proton in Fig. 13a and for theS1 in Fig.

d

FIG. 13. Flavor symmetry violation,d̄2ū, for ~a! the proton
and~b! theS1. In the proton case, the upper and lower dash-dot
lines stand for thepN andpD contributions alone and the dashe
line for their sum. The data are taken from Refs.@17,18#. In theS1

case, the upper and lower dashed lines stand for thepS andpS*
contributions, the dotted line for theKp and the dash-dotted line fo
the pL contributions—and the proton data is shown just to set
scale. The short dashed line is the sum of the chiral compone
The dotted lines are the Pauli contributions and the solid lines s
for the total FSV.
7-10
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13b, together with the E866 data for the proton. For
proton, the upper and lower dash-dotted curves are the
tributions from thepN and thepD components alone an
the dashed curve is the sum ofpN andpD.

As pointed out in Ref.@20#, the measuredx-dependence
of the FSV, especially that of the ratiod̄/ū ~not shown!,
requires a relatively large contribution from theDp compo-
nent in the proton case, which cancels the contributions fr
theNp component at largex values and leads to the require
fast decrease of the asymmetry in this region. Since, on
other hand, the magnitude of theNp and Dp components
are restricted by the requirement that their contributions
the total sea quark distributions cannot be larger than
experimentally measured value, an additional non-ch
component is needed at smallx. This non-chiral componen
may be attributed to the Pauli exclusion principle, as s
gested by Field and Feynman@32#. Because of the Paul

FIG. 14. The polarized splitting functions for the transitions~a!
p→BM and ~b! S1→BM. The dotted lines are the interferenc
splitting functions; D f (LS* )p/S ~upper line!, D f (LS)p/S ~middle
line! andD f (SS* )p/S ~lower line!.
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exclusion principle, the presence of two valenceu quarks in
the proton, as opposed to a single valenced quark, makes it

less probable to produce auū pair compared to add̄ pair

giving an excess ofd̄ over ū in the non-perturbative sea
Based on bag model calculations@4#, it is expected that this
component should have a shape similar to the usual
quark distributions, contributing to the asymmetry at lowex
values than the chiral component. Since we have two vale
u quarks andno d valence quarks in theS1 we expect that
the component arising from the Pauli principle will be
least as large as that in the proton case.@Neglecting SU~3!
breaking one would expect it to be twice as large for theS1

as for the proton.# The Pauli contributions are shown as th
dotted line and the sum of the chiral and Pauli component
solid lines in Figs. 13a and 13b. In theS1 case, we show
also the contributions from the various meson baryon fl
tuations, the upper and lower dashed curves stand for thepS
and pS* contributions, the dotted line for theKp and the
dash-dotted for thepL contribution. The sum of all chira
contributions is shown as the short dashed line. Note t
while the contribution of thepD component is negative in
the proton case, thepS* component reinforces the FSV i
the S1 case giving rise to as large a FSV as in the pro
case — even though the total meson-cloud corrections
less important for theS1.

Since the pseudoscalar mesons do not contribute to
spin dependent quark distributions of the baryons,
meson-cloud corrections decrease the amount of the ba
spin carried by the spin of the quarks. The polarized splitt
functions for the proton andS1 are shown in Figs. 14a an
14b, respectively.~Note that, according to the definition, th
decuplet splitting functions are the sum of the 3/2 and
helicity components with the 3/2 component multiplied by
factor of 3.! Since the fluctuations involving baryons from
the octet are positive for smally values and negative fo
largery values, their contribution to the spin of the nucleo
or hyperon is relatively small. The integral,^D f Np/p&'0.01,
nearly vanishes. On the other hand, the splitting functions
the baryons from the baryon decuplet are positive over
whole y region and their contributions are much large
^D f Dp/p&'0.11. These values are to be compared to the
ues^ f Np/p&50.13 and^ f Dp/p&50.11 which can be roughly
thought of as the amount of spin ‘‘lost’’ through the mes
baryon fluctuation.~Remember that mesons do not contri
TABLE I. Fraction of angular momentum carried by the spin of the quarks in different models.DQ

[Dq1Dq̄. The results in the third row are obtained by usingS50.28 from deep inelastic scattering~DIS!
experiments,F1D51.2573 andF/D50.575 from hyperon decay experiments.

proton S1

Model DU DD DS S DU DD DS S

NQM 4/3 21/3 0 1 4/3 0 21/3 1
DIS1SU~3! 0.82 20.44 20.10 0.28 0.82 20.10 20.44 0.28
Bag 1.05 20.26 0 0.79 1.05 0 20.27 0.78
Bag1MC 0.86 20.17 ,0.01 0.69 0.93 ,0.01 20.24 0.69
Bag1MC1IF 0.94 20.25 ,0.01 0.69 0.98 ,0.01 20.28 0.70
7-11
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ute to the spin of the nucleon.! The splitting functions corre-
sponding to interference between octet and decuplet bar
~short dashed lines! are positive. However, since the interfe
ence distributions ford ands quarks are opposite in sign t
the u distributions~see Fig. 10! they approximately cance
each other in the ‘‘spin sum.’’ On the other hand, they co
tribute positively tog1 since, here, theu distributions are
weighted by 4/9 as opposed to 1/9 of thed and s distribu-
tions.

In Table I, we show spin fractions carried by the differe
flavors of the proton and theS1, DQ[Dq1Dq̄, in the non-
relativistic quark model~NQM!, as measured in DIS an
using SU~3! symmetry to obtain the values forS1 @DIS
1SU~3!#, in the bag model, in the bag model with mes
cloud corrections~bag1MC! and with interference term
~IF!. DS in the proton comes from theLK andSK compo-
nent of the wave function. However, these give very sm
contributions.DD in the S1 comes from lower lying fluc-
tuations and could be sizable. However, because the inte
over the splitting function for the octet baryons appro
mately vanishes, it is very small (,1%). Here, the interfer-
ence terms largely cancel each other. Further, we see
because of the transverse motion of the quarks, the frac
of the spin carried by the quarks in the bag model is sma
than one. In conclusion, the meson cloud is responsible
part of the dilution of the spin though the fraction of sp
carried by the quarks is still considerably larger than
experimental value.

In Fig. 15,xg1(x) calculated for proton~heavy lines! and
for S1 ~light lines! are shown with~solid lines! and without
~dashed lines! meson corrections and with interference ter
~short dashed lines!. The predictions forg1S1 and g1p are
similar, with g1S1 peaking at slightly lowerx-values than
g1p . This is because theu quarks, which have a somewh
softer distribution in theS1 than in the proton, dominate in
g1.

FIG. 15. g1S1 with ~light solid line! and without~light dashed
line! meson-cloud corrections compared to the correspondingg1p

~heavy lines!. The data are for the proton and taken from Re
@33–35#. The structure functions calculated with interference ter
are shown as short dashed lines. The EMC data are at differenQ2

values, the SMC atQ2510 GeV2 and the E143 data atQ2

55 GeV2.
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In concluding this section we must issue a caution c
cerning the discussion of spin-dependent parton distributi
here. It is by now well understood that the axial anoma
plays a vital role in the flavor singlet spin structure@36# and
the model which we have used has not incorporated s
effects. As a result the integral ofg1p , for example, satisfies
the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule—with the octet and isovector ax
charges appropriate to the model, including meson cor
tions. It is therefore not too surprising that our curves forg1p

lie above the data. A reasonable polarized gluon distribut
could bring the calculated values in Table I into better agr
ment with the experimental value ofS.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We calculated the quark distribution functions of differe
hyperons in the MIT bag model using the approach of
Adelaide group which assures the correct support of the
tribution functions. The hyperfine splitting responsible f
the splitting of the masses of theN-D, L-S0 and S-S*
results in quark distributions very different fromSU(6) ex-
pectations. ThisSU(6) breaking goes beyond the explic
breaking through the strange quark mass and leads to di
ent shapes of the quark distributions, even in hyperons w
the same number of~valence! strange quarks. The strange
u ratio in theS1 increases withx→1—a behavior opposite
to that predicted bySU(3). Further, we predict polarizedu
andd quarks distributions in theL as a function ofx, even
though their net contributions to the total spin of theL are
zero. This prediction could be tested in semi-inclusive pol
ized DIS since the coupling of theu quarks to the electro-
magnetic current is four times larger than that of the stra
quarks.

We also calculated the modifications of the bare qu
distributions through the meson-cloud required by chi
symmetry. Although the meson-cloud corrections to the d
tributions in theS1 are not as large as those to the cor
sponding distributions in the proton, because of the sma
coupling constants, the meson-cloud also leads to signific
flavor symmetry violations in the sea quark distribution
the hyperons. We found that thed̄ in the S1 is enhanced
relative to the ū, contrary to SU(3) expectations. The
d̄S1 /ūS1 ratio is comparable to the corresponding ra
d̄p /ūp in the proton since, in theS1 case, all of the lowest
lying fluctuations enhance thed̄ relative toū.
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